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Focus on GLP, GSP, 
CVAT and MEC

We’ve all been there; trying to run an illustration on a universal or 
whole life product but the quoting software limits or rejects the 
premium allowed into the policy! Frustrating, right?

If you’ve experienced this frustration you probably have encountered these abbreviations. 

Do you know what they mean and how they impact the product you are trying to illustrate? 
Has your client ever asked you to explain them?

It doesn’t have to be confusing. Let’s take a quick look at what these mean.

What does each abbreviation stand for?

GLP: Guideline Level Premium
GSP: Guideline Single Premium
CVAT: Cash Value Accumulation Test
MEC: Modifi ed Endowment Contract

What tax code does GLP, GSP & CVAT fall under?

United States Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”), §7702

Why do life insurance products follow 
these Guidelines?

We’re all aware of the tax advantages of life insurance. 
Clients enjoy inside cash value build-up on a tax-deferred 
basis, distributions are generally taxed on a “First-in, First-
out” (FIFO) basis and death benefi ts generally pass tax-
free to benefi ciaries. Over the years people leveraged this 
and began overfunding policies, taking advantage of the 
tax-deferred nature of the cash build up. This began to 
blur the lines between life insurance and investments. In 
order to ensure a clear separation between life insurance 
and investment products, federal tax codes §7702 & Code 
§7702A were written to limit the advantages towards 
investment-oriented contracts by imposing limitations 
on premiums going into the policy and cash values in 
relationship to the death benefi t.

How are GLP & GSP guidelines calculated?

You might notice in comparing one company’s product 
to another the guideline premium requirements are not 
the same, even if using the same age and death benefi t 
amount. The reason for this diff erence is because these 
guidelines are calculated based on a number of factors:

� the statutory rate of 4% for GLP and 6% for GSP
� policy expenses
� statutory cost of insurance rates
� the death benefi t amount
� the insured’s age
� the insured’s risk classifi cation

How is the CVAT guideline calculated?

Unlike the GLP & GSP tests that compare premium paid 
into a policy, CVAT premiums are not specifi cally limited. 
Instead the life policy cash value cannot exceed the net 
single premium of the future benefi t. This test defi nes the 
proper death benefi t and premium for the policy to be 
considered life insurance.

What happens if a policy fails the GLP, GSP or 
CVAT test?

The tax results are so severe that life insurance companies 
will not allow a client to violate these premium guideline 
rules. In other words, if we allowed this to happen, the policy 
would not be considered life insurance. The end result 
would be taxable cash value and a taxable death benefi t.
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What is a MEC?

A MEC is a life insurance policy that has been deemed  
to have been funded too quickly in the initial years of  
a contract and thus failed certain premium tests resulting  
in the policy being treated less favorably for income  
tax purposes.

How does the policy become a MEC?

A life insurance contract1 will be considered a MEC if:  
1) it was entered into or had a material change after  
June 21, 1988; and 2) fails the “7-pay test” or the life 
insurance policy is issued as a result of a 1035 exchange 
from a MEC policy.2 The “7-pay test” looks at the 
cumulative amount paid into a policy during the first  
7 policy years. If this total exceeds the sum of the net  
level premiums required to guarantee a 7-year paid-up 
policy the policy becomes a MEC.3 Certain changes in a life 
insurance contract can cause the policy to be treated as a 
new contract with a new 7-year premium limit.

What are the effects of a policy being a MEC?

If a policy is deemed a MEC the IRS no longer views this 
contract as life insurance; instead MECs are treated similarly 
to nonqualified annuities for tax purposes. MEC policies 
follow a “Last in, First out” rule (“LIFO”) if the policy has cash 
accumulation, taxation is triggered on:

 � withdrawals
 � policy loans
 � pledges of collateral of a MEC policy
 � cash dividends
 � dividends applied by the company to cover
 � policy loans

Additionally, if the policy owner is under 59 ½ years of age 
they’re assessed the 10% early withdrawal penalty. The 
cost basis of the policy is not subject to this taxation. We 
encourage you to consult a tax advisor for more details.

How is the death benefit impacted on a MEC policy?

A MEC policy death benefit will be treated similarly to a 
non-MEC death benefit, meaning beneficiaries receive 
death benefits tax free.4

Should you avoid MECs?

Not necessarily. It all depends on your client’s personal 
situation. Assuming the client has no intention to access 
any of the cash value and the policy otherwise meets their 
planning needs, a MEC status is not a disadvantage.

What should be considered in your decision to 
purchase a policy as a MEC?

Taking into consideration the potential income taxation of a 
MEC policy, the decision to accept a MEC policy should be 
carefully reviewed with your tax advisor with consideration of:

 � investment goals
 � desire for future flexibility
 � need for cash value access
 � split-dollar agreements

Can a MEC policy become a Non-MEC?

Typically, once a MEC, always a MEC, subject to extremely 
limited exceptions.5

Our Foresters Financial Sales Support team is only a call away, 1-866-466-7166, Option # 1.
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Let’s look at an example to where to find these guidelines in the quoting 
software6 and how they work:
For this example we’ll look at a 45-year old male at standard non-smoker rates using Foresters Smart UL7: 

1.  In the quoting system, once the client tab section is completed select the tab labeled “Death Benefit and Funding”. 
Under this tab the first section will provide you the opportunity to select your tax compliance test for this case; Cash 
Value Accumulation Test or Guideline Premium Test: (Please see yellow highlighted box)

2.  After selecting the tax compliance test to be used, complete inputting your solve requirements for this case. After your 
solve parameters are inputted you will see required guideline limits displayed on the right side of the screen under 
summary values: (Please see yellow highlighted box)

a. This example shows with Guideline Premium Test select:

b. This example shows with Cash Value Accumulation select:
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3.  Based on this 45-year old male looking at $350,000, what are the allowed maximum premiums to still be considered 
life insurance?

a. This example shows with Guideline Premium Test select:

4.  Based on this 45-year old male looking at $350,000, what are the allowed maximum premiums to avoid the policy 
becoming an MEC?

For this policy to be considered life insurance, the cumulative premiums 
paid into the policy in any given year needs to be less than the greater of 
the guideline single premium or the cumulative guideline level premium. 
For instance, if the client had paid $25,000 for 3 years, in the 3rd policy 
year his cumulative premiums paid would be $75,000, which is larger than 
the greater of the guideline single premium ($60,156.53) or the cumulative 
guideline level premium ($5,180.36 * 3 years = $15,541.08). Because 
this would violate the guideline test to be considered life-insurance the 
company would have refunded $14,843.47 ($75,000- 60,156.53=$14,843.47). 
Additionally, this client would not be able to place any future premiums into 
the policy until year 12 (cumulative paid premiums in year 12 would still be 
$60,156.53) versus the greater of GSP $60,156.53 and GLP ($5,180.36 *12 = 
$62,164.32), which means in year 12 only $2,007.79 ($62,164.32-$60,156.53 
(paid premium) =$2,007.79) would be allowed into the policy.

For this policy to be considered life insurance, the cumulative premiums 
paid into the policy in any given year needs to be less than the net single 
premium of future benefits. For instance, the client in year one would have 
been able to pay into the policy up to the $89,835.32 and still be considered 
a life insurance policy.

For this policy to avoid becoming a MEC, the cumulative premiums paid into the policy in the first 7-years needs 
to be less than the cumulative 7-pay premium guideline. For instance, this example shows the policy becoming 
a MEC in year 2 because the maximum premium over two years that could be paid into the policy is $27,207.28 
($13,603.64 * 2 years= $27,207.28) and we paid into the policy a total of $30,000 ($10,000 year 1 + $20,000 year 
2 = $30,000). Because this amount is $2,792.72 ($30,000-$27,207.28) over the allowed amount this policy is 
considered a MEC for the remainder of the life of the contract.

b. This example shows the Cash Value Accumulation Test select:
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This training module is not written for, and it cannot be used for, the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on a taxpayer. Neither Foresters Financial™ nor its 
representatives engage in rendering legal, business, estate, accounting or tax advice. The information in this training module is intended as a general overview and is merely a 
summary of our understanding of current laws and regulations. Please advise clients to consult their individual tax or legal advisors regarding their specific situation. This report 
is not intended to provide advice regarding the sale or purchase of specific investments, financial or insurance products. Treasury Department Circular 230.

All Foresters fraternal requirements need to be considered including the requirement that proceeds must benefit the Foresters member’s dependents.

The information contained in this presentation is for information purposes only. There are other tools available to support your learning needs. You must ensure that you 
correctly represent, to a customer or prospect, the product features based on the actual wording of the applicable certificate and riders for your state.

1  Defined under Code §7702, for policies issued after 1984, that sets forth the requirements to qualify as “life insurance” for federal tax purposes.
2  Rule applies even if the new contract is issued in exchange for multiple older contracts with only one being a MEC.
3  Code §7702A(b). The net level premium is computed pursuant to the rules specific in Code §7702A(c)
4  For income tax rules applicable on life insurance death benefit proceeds please refer to Code§101
5  Refer to Code §7702A(e)(B) for limited exceptions to undo a MEC policy.
6  Software examples used are for IOF illustration systems only
7  SMART UL and its riders are underwritten by The Independent Order of Foresters and may not be available or approved in all states and are subject to eligibility 

requirements, underwriting approval, limitations, contract terms and conditions and state variations. Refer to the Foresters SMART UL Product Guide and insurance 
contract for your state for these terms and conditions.

Foresters Financial and Foresters are trade names and trademarks of The Independent Order of Foresters (a fraternal benefit society, 789 Don Mills Road, Toronto, Canada 
M3C 1T9) and its subsidiaries. AT154 
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